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The questionof the mechanismfor solar-variability effectson weather and climate can

be separatedinto (1) the identificationof the carrierof the solarvariabilityand (2) the
identification of the physical link between the carrier and the meteorological response.

The suggestion
that galacticcosmicrays (GCR), asmodulatedby the solarwind, are the
carriers of the component of solar variability that affects weather and climate has been
discussedin the literature for 30 years, and considerableevidencefor it has now accumulated. Variations of GCR occur with the l 1-year solar cycle, matching the time scale of
recent results for atmospheric variations, as modulated by the quasi-biennial oscillation

of equatorialstratosphericwinds(QBO). Variationsin GCR occuron the time scaleof
centuries with a well-defined peak in the coldest decade of the little ice age. Here we
present new evidenceon the meteorologicalresponsesto variations on the time scaleof a
few days. The occurrenceof correlationsof GCR and meteorologicalresponseson all three
time scalesstrengthensthe hypothesisof GCR as carriers of solar variability to the lower
atmosphere. The responsesreported here include changesin the vertical temperature profile in the troposphere and lower stratosphere and in the northern hemisphere vorticity
area index, associatedwith Forbush decreasesin GCR. The meteorological responsesto
Forbush decreasesare in the opposite sensebut otherwise are quite similar to responses
that immediately follow solar flares. This is to be expected, based on the hypothesis
that particles with energy about 100-1000 MeV are the external forcing function for the
tropospheric response,since large solar flares increase the particle flux and ionization
and minor speciesproduction in the lower stratosphere, whereas Forbush decreasesreduce them. The mechanism or mechanismslinking changesin low-energy GCR and other
particles in this energy range of 100-1000 MeV to tropospherictemperature and dynamic
responseshave not been identified. This can be attributed to current uncertaintiesregarding the microphysicaland electricalpropertiesof aerosolsand clouds. One possibilityis
that changesin cloudslead to changesin cloud radiative forcing. The height distribution
of the troposphericresponseand the amount of energy involved and the rapidity of the
time responsesuggestthat the releaseof latent heat could also be involved. These could
lead to the observedtroposphericresponseswhich are understandablein terms of changes
in the intensity of cyclonic disturbances.Theoretical considerationslink such changesto
the observed latitudinal movement of the jet stream.

1.

INTRODUCTION

Recent studieshave provideda much clearerpicture
of the effectsof solarvariability on the middle and lower

winters were sorted according to whether equatorial
stratosphericwinds that undergoa quasi-biennialoscil-

lation (QBO) werein their westphase(fromthe west)

or in their east phase. On the century time scale, the
atmosphere.Labitzke[1987]and Labitzkeand vanLoon historicallyrecorded"little ice age" of Northern Europe
[1988]showedthat the northernhemisphere
winter- coincidedwith the "Maunder Minimum" of sunspotoc-

time (January-February)
temperatures
and pressurescurrencein the period 1645-1715 [Eddy, 1976]. This
throughoutthe lowerstratosphere
andtroposphere
had regionis stronglyaffectedby changesin the jet stream
clear relationshipsto the l 1-yearsolar cyclewhen the

Copyright 1989 by the American Geophysical Union.

and storm tracks relatedto the l 1-yearcycle[Brown
and John, 1979; Tinsley,1988].
On the time scale of a few days for solar variations
and lower atmosphere response,there is a very large
body of data, much of which has been reviewedby Her-
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man and Goldberg
[1978a].Zonaland regionalresponses
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of the temperature profile and 500-mbar geopotential
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heights to large solar flares were found by Schuurmans agreement between the periodicity of the OCR varia[1965,1979]and by $chuurmansand Oort [1969].The tions and meteorologicaland climate responseson the
most comprehensivelystudied short-term changesare 11-year and century time scalesand indications for its
thoseof the vorticityareaindex(VAI), whichis an ob- agreement on the day-to-day time scale have been disjective measure of the intensification of cyclonicstorms cussedin the literature for 30 years. The presentsituaand the deepeningof low-pressuretroughs. The index tion is that while a number of authors have considered
wasdefinedby Robertsand Olson[1973],followingear- GCR, supplementedat times by high-energysolar proher work on the relationshipbetween magnetic storms tons,as plausiblecarriersof the solarvariability[Ney,
and troposphericstormsin the Gulf of Alaska(seeMac- 1959; Markson, 1971, 1983; Dickinson, 1975; Herman
donaldand Roberts[1960],who also discussed
possi- and Goldberg,1978b;Lethbridge,1981;Robieand Hays,

ble amplifyingeffectsof cloudmicrophysical
processes). 1982;Ely and Huang,1987],this view hasnot yet been
Wilcozet al. [1973,1974]founddecreases
by 5-10% in convincinglysupportedby detailed comparisonsof time
the VAI, reaching a minimum the day after solar wind variations.While Lundstedt[1984]hasmadethe claim
magneticsectorboundaries(SBs) crossed
the Earth's that the well-knowndip in VAI followingSB crossings
location. The effect was greatest at the 300-mbarlevel, wascausedby a decrease
in GCR flux, Lastovicka
[1987]
extending downwardto about 850 mbar and upward to hasarguedthat this is not so,sincethe dip precedesthe
about 100 mbar. Olsonet al. [1975]examinedthe VAI decrease.
A further examination of OCR variations and meresponse
to largesolarflares(definingday 0) andfound
that by day I or 2 the northern hemisphereVAI had

increasedsharplyto 5-10% aboveits backgroundlevel,
and by day 3 or 4 it had decreasedto a value 5-10%

teorologicalresponseson the day-to-day time scale is
warranted to test whether the hypothesisof OCR as

carriers of solar variability can be convincinglysupported by closecorrelationson this short time scale,
as well as on the longertime scales,and to providea
larger data base of events that may provide clues to
the mechanismor mechanisms
linking the GCR variability to the changesin tropospherictemperatureand
dynamics. We will examinethe troposphericresponse

below its prefiare level. By day 5 or 6 the VAI recovered
to the backgroundlevel.
The evidence for the reality of a solar variabilityweather connectionis strongon eachof thesethree time
scales,and the main unresolvedissueis the nature of the
physical processesinvolved. This problem can be separated into two parts: the first is to identify the carrier or
carriers of the solar variability to the lower atmosphere,

were based on short-term

and the second is to determine

ity (occurrence
of "high-speed
plasmastreams")
that

the mechanism

or mech-

to four sets of short-term solar variability events. Two
increases in solar wind veloc-

anisms that produce a very large energy amplification
in the troposphere. In this paper we addressthe hy-

either were, or were not, associatedwith solarflaresand

pothesisthat low-energygalacticcosmicrays(GCR) of

respectivelyin cosmicray fluxes. Two larger sets of

had largerand smallerreductions
(Forbushdecreases)

events were selected purely on the basisof Forbush degreaterthan 3%. Addressing
the questionof the
protons and other particlesin the same energyrange, creases
are the primary carrier of solar variability to the lower physicalmechanismlinking GCR to tropospherictemperature and dynamics, we will discussGCR as carriers
atmosphere.
In spite of the fact that the amount of energyin the of both the short- and long-termsolar variationsin the
GCR flux variations is almost the smallest of any of the context of possibilitiesfor links betweenthe resulting
candidatesfor carriersdiscussed
by Newkirk[1982],this changesin the ionization and chemicalproductionrate
in the troposphereand lower stratosphereand in cloud
hypothesisis attractive for three reasons'
1. The main ionization and chemical minor species microphysicsand electrification processes.These could
production associatedwith these particles is at 10-20 result in temperatureand dynamicschangesdue both
km altitude, which is low enough to influencethe tro- to a net releaseof latent heat, and to changesin cloud
radiative forcing. Given that such processesdo in fact
posphere.
2. Variations of amplitude of order 10-100% are occur, it would not seem di•eult to account for intenpresentin the low-energyGCR, and it is not necessary sificationof cyclonicdisturbancesand changesin VAI
to postulate highly nonlinear or triggeredor bistable and the observedlonger-term changesin atmospheric
processes;
essentiallylinear amplificationprocesses
are distributions of temperature, pressure,and circulation.
about 100-1000 MeV, supplemented at times by solar

sutticient.

3. There are GCR variations that match the meteo-

rological and climate responseson all three of the time
scalesdiscussedearlier. On the century time scalethe
decadeof the 1690sin the coldestpart of the "little

2.

RESPONSE

OF TROPOSPHERIC

PROFILE

AND TROPOPAUSE

TO HIGH-SPEED

PLASMA

TEMPERATURE
PRESSURE
STREAMS

The atmospheric responseto short-term solar wind

ice age" coincidedwith a peak in the 14C and løBe changesnear the Earth has been examinedusing the
production from GCR; the latter was 70% above levels data sourceof Lindblad and Lundsted[1981, 1983].
beforeand after, accordingto measurementsof concen- From their list of high-speed
plasmastreams(HSPS),
trationsin Greenlandice cores[Attoliniet al., 1988]. defined by an increasein solar wind speedbetweenconThere is an 11-yearvariation by about 50% in the GCR- secutive
daysof at least80 km s-1 , a setof stronger
produced ionization near tropopauseheightsand an eventshasbeenselected,
definedby dV- (Vm- VO)_>
l 1-year variation by a factor of about 10 in its day- 200 km s-1 , whereVm is the maximumspeedof the
to-day variability [Pomerantzand Duggal,1974]. The interplanetary plasma in the vicinity of the Earth, and
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V0 is the smallestspeedon the first day. Over the period January 1966 through February 1978, there were
55 such HSPS associated with solar flares, and 196

The bottom panel also shows the responseto the
HSPS in tropopause pressure measured by radiosondes above Berlin, from the data seriesMeteovologische
HSPS not associated with flares. The distinction beA bhaundlungen. There is about a 20-mbar increase in
tween the flare- and non-flare-relatedHSPS corresponds tropopause pressure on day +2 that is more than two
approximately to the distinction made by Burlaga et standard deviations above the mean. The responseto

al. [1984]betweentransientshocksin the solar wind
and continuouscorotatinghigh-speedstreams. (Nev-

the non-flare-related

is in addition

km), and a coolingby about the sameamount near

HSPS

is less than

one standard

deviation. The changesassociatedwith flare-related
ertheless shock-associated flows can sometimes result
HSPS have not been found for lower speedstreamsthan
from mass ejections from the solar corona not associ- those selectedhere. The tropopauseresponsealso reated with flares.) A numberof terrestrialeffectsare veals itself as a changein the vertical temperature proassociatedwith HSPS events,includingmagneticstorm file, and Figure2 showsthe averagetemperaturechange
related X ray emissions;thermal, chemical,and dynam- for the flare-associatedevents computed as a function
ical perturbations of the thermosphere;and penetration of height, obtainedby subtractingthe profilefor day -1
of fluctuating large-scaleelectric and magneticfieldsto from that for day +2. The responseis in the form of
the surface. For many of the flare-related events there a heatingby 2ø-3øCnear the tropopause
height(• 12
the reduction

of the flux of GCR

that

penetrate to varying depths through the atmosphere 5 km, resulting in a decreasein tropopauseheight of
(Forbushdecreases),and for somethere is precipita- about 0.7 km, which is equivalentto a pressureincrease
tion of flare particlesin the MeV to GeV rangeat high of about 20 mbar. These tropopauseheight and temlatitudes. These effects of solar wind disturbances have
perature changeshave been confirmed by direct exambeen described,for example, by Akasofuand Chapman ination of the measured parameters.

[1972, particularlychap. 7] and more recentreviews
are those in the seriesof U.S. National Reports to the
IUGG. Thus in addition to GCR variations,there are a
number of other candidates for carriers of solar variabilit.v t.n t.h• lnw•r

nf. rnn•nhere

•nc] •t, •

rle•rn.hle

t.r•

3.

RESPONSE OF VAI

TO FORBUSH DECREASES

In view of the troposphericresponses
in Figures1
and 2 hein• a.•snciat,ed with Pnrhllqh c]eereugeuif. was

their role asforcingagentsfor the observedtropospheric

decidedto use specificallythe daysof onsetof Forbush

responses.

decreases
as key daysin a superposed
epochanalysis
of northernhemisphere500-mbarVAI responses.
A table of Forbushdecreases
greaterthan 3% observed
by

It should be stressed that

the rather

extreme

HSPS

eventsselectedaccordingto the criterion dV _• 200 km

s-1 are relativelyrare, only four or five of the flarerelated events per year on average, and a maximum

occurrence
(aroundsolarmaximum)of 10 peryear. We
study these as diagnostics;if short-term but rare GCR
changesunambiguouslyaffect the troposphere,then 11year and longer-term GCR changesmay do so also. Of
the 196 nonflare events, 55 were selectedto form a comparison set, with each as far as possible a match by
having about the samevalue of dV and occurringnear
to the time of a flare event. In Figure 1, from the top
down, we compare superposedepoch analyses of solar

the MountWashington
neutronmonitorwasused[National Geophysical
Data Center,1985]. The energyof
the particlesmonitoredliesprimarilyin the range1-10
GeV. Actually, a more appropriate GCR flux to usein
comparison with VAI variations would be that of about

a factor of 10 lower in energy,whichis the main source
of ionizationand a sourceof chemicalspeciesin the
lower stratosphereand troposphere.The neutron mon-

itor data is usedas a proxyfor thislower-energy
GCR

flux, whichis supplemented
at timesby particlesin the
sameenergyrangeenergizedin the Sun, the solarwind,
windvelocity(V) in the vicinityof the Earth, solarwind and the magnetosphere.
magneticfield strength(B), GCR flux at the surface,
The resultsof the superposed
epochanalysisfor 72
and tropopausepressure,usingthe first day of increase eventsfrom November1955 through April 1962, and
of solarwind velocityas the key day (day 0). For the for 106 eventsfrom May 1963throughFebruary1982
flare-relatedevents(solidcurve)B increasedby about are shownin Figures3 and 4, respectively.The averaged variation of GCR observedwith the Climax neu-

4 nT on average, relative to the previous level of 5-6
nT. The peak effect is on day 0. For the nonflare events
there is an increase over several days preceding day 0,
and a drop of 3-4 nT afterward. The bottom panel
showsthat the average Forbush decreasein the GCR
neutron count rate at Dourbes, Belgium, was about

and accordingto whetherthey occurredin the QBO

1% for the flare-relatedevents. The peak effect is on
day •-2, and the percentageeffect at 5-20 km altitude

west or east phases. The results show that there is in
general a reduction in the VAI associatedwith the re-

tron monitor is shown for the same events. The VAI

responsesare further separatedaccordingto whether

the eventsoccurredin the wintermonths(November-

March)or the remainder
of the year(April-October),

would have been severaltimes larger [Simpson,1957; duction in GCR for both the 1955-1962 and 1963-1982
Pomerangzand Duggal,1974],sincethe main GCR flux periods,that this occursmainlyin the winter, and that
at these heights is at lower energies,which are more it is presentfor both QBO phases.A further subdivistrongly affectedby the interplanetary magnetic field sionof the winterdata into eastand westQBO phases
than the higherenergyflux that reachesthe surface.In (not shown)alsoresultedin the VA! reduction
appearthe caseof the non-flare-relatedevents,the GCR change ing about equallystronglyin eachphase.Theseevents
is smaller and of a different shape.

were not selectedfor steady solar wind or absenceof
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HSPS and Forbush decreasekey days showed 21 coincidenceswithin -4-2days out of 55 HSPS events and 59
Forbush decreasesfrom January 1966 through February 1978. The data sets are thus more independent
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Fig. 2. Averageatmospherictemperaturechangemeasures
at West Berlin for the 55 flare-associated events of Figure
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1, obtained by subtracting the profile for day -1 from the
profile for day +2.

34

sectorboundariesor other Forbushdecreases
preceding
,,
or followingthe eventwithin the epochusedin the analysis,as has beenthe casein previousVAI analyses,and
someof the "noise"in the VAI may be due to this.

If the hypothesis
that galacticcosmicraysare the pri-

•

<[

mary carrier of solarvariability to the loweratmosphere
is correct, one would expectthat the VAI responseto
SB crossings
might alsobe due to GCR. A comparison

of GCR (Climaxneutronmonitor)data with northern
hemisphereVAI similar to the abovewasperformedusing SB crossingsas key days. The resultsare not illus-

. Q80W, 36EVENTS
36
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36
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.• 35
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HEMISPHERE
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O80
E,36EVENTS
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trated here, but VAI variations showedthe well-known

dip [Wilco;r
et al., 1974;HinesandHalevy,1977]in the
first and seconddays after the SB crossing. The effects were largest in winter and in the west phaseof
the QBO. A similarity of shapeof the neutron monitor

43

flux variation to the VAI variation was found for the

4 dayspreceding
and 4 daysfollowingthe SB crossing,
whichis consistentwith the generalhypothesisof GCR
variationsas the forcing agent for the troposphericresponse.However,the amplitude of the averageneutron
monitor flux variation was only about 0.5%, and it is

•

E42
4•
39

38

desirable to use balloon or satellite measurements of

the low-energy(100-1000MeV) flux, whichhaslarger
amplitude vari.ations and perhapsa somewhatdifferent
phaserelationshipto SB crossings,to provide a more
definitive

test of the correlation.

It is of interestto know to what extent the key days
of the HSPS events or the Forbush decreases coincide

with each other and with those of the SB crossings.

'•
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•' 28
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A comparisonof HSPS and SB key days showedthat
there were26 coincidingwithin -4-2days,out of 55 HSPS

eventsand 300 SB events,from January1966through

DAYS

3.

AFTER

FIRST

I

FD DAY

February 1978. A comparisonof Forbush decreaseand

Fig.

Superposedepoch analysis of changesin hemi-

out of 102 Forbush decreases and 399 SB events from

ber 1955 through April 1962, with breakdownby QBO phase

vorticity area index and Climax neutron monitor
SB key days showed34 coincidences
within +2 days, spheric
countrate associated with 72 Forbush decreases in Novem-

October 1965 through February 1982. A comparisonof

and winter-nonwinter

intervals.
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The behavior of GCR and meteorologicalvariablesin
Figures 1-4 showthat GCR have appropriatetime variations to be carriers of the short-term solar variability
to the loweratmosphere.The responses
are strongestin
the winter season. An independent line of evidencethat
supportsthis interpretation is the comparisonwith solar

1963-1982

-0.5

_ I.O
-I.,5

-2.0

flareeffects.The studyby Schuurmans
and Oort [1969]
of the responsesto 81 large solar flares between 1957
and 1959 found a changein temperature profile with an
averageheatingof about 1.2øCnear 4 km and a cooling
of about 1.7•C near 11 km, which occurred within about
6 hoursof the flares. This temperature responseis in the
opposite sensebut is otherwise very similar to the responsefor Forbushdecreasesshownin Figure 2. It was

-:>.5

-3.o
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I

I

I

I

I

I

2
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6

8

i0

12

alsostrongestin winter. Schuurmans
[1979]foundthat
these flares were followed by a zonally averaged500mbar height decreaseat high latitudes in both northern
and southern hemispheres,with a height increasefor
the lower latitudes. This height changewould be associated with a changein zonal winds and vorticity, with
the effect equivalent to an increase in VAI. That flares
in fact produce an increase in VAI was demonstrated

by Olsonet al. [1975],who found an increasein VAI
by 5-10% on day I and 2 following94 large flaresin
winters 1955-1969. The increasechangedto a decrease
on days 3-4, which is when magnetic storm activity
and Forbush decreaseswould be occurring. Thus the
dynamical responsefor the flares was also opposite to
that for Forbush decreases. The two opposite perturbations to the temperature profiles in fact are just like
those associatedwith the passageof surfacehighsand

lows [Haurwitz,1941].
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A large fraction of solar flares are associatedwith
proton fluxes in the 100- to 1000-MeV range that enter
the high-latitude regionsand have the opposite effect
to Forbush decreases;that is, they increase, rather than
decrease,the production of ionization and chemicalminor speciesin the lower stratosphere. Thus we seethat
the flare response,combinedwith the Forbushdecrease
response,strongly supports the hypothesisthat the external forcing function for the troposphericresponseis
particles in an energy range of approximately 100-1000
MeV. A further deduction is that several hypotheses,
that magnetic storm fluctuating electric fields or keV
auroral particle precipitation or other effectsassociated
with magnetic storms are the forcing function for the
short-term solar variability, are excluded by the flare
responseoccurring in their absence. Also, the hypothesis of the forcing being due to flare X ray and UV is

excludedby the absenceof any (negative)excursions
of

Fig. 4. As for Figure 3, except for 106 Forbush decreases these during magnetic storms. Finally, we seethat the
in May 1963 through February 1982.
"early" and "late" effectsof flares discussedby Schuur-

roans[1979]are the separateeffectsof flaresand Forbush decreases.

than might have been expected. Since the coincidences
were spreadthrough the -4-2-day intervals, someof the
broadeningof the responsesand someof the noisethat
is apparent in a given VAI plot appear to be due to

While

the flares and Forbush

decreases

that we have been consideringare comparatively rare,
around 10 or so per year, they are important as diagnosticsfor understandingthe longer-term tropospheric
responses,sincethey are equivalent to the increasesand
uncertaintiesin timing and uncertaintiesin identifying decreaseson the l 1-year and longer time scale of the
and isolating all of the variability in the solar carrier.
ever present low-energy GCR flux.
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The question of the physicallink of the MeV particle fluxes to tropospheric responsesremains to be ad-

low-pressureareas crossing60øW meridian betweenlatitudes 40ø and 50øN, for the QBO west phasefor min-

dressed.Sucha mechanismis clearly goingto involvea
very large amplification of the energy containedin the
variable component of the MeV particle flux. According to Newkirk [1982],the variablecomponentof the

imum solaractivity [Labitzkeand van Loon,1989],and

GCR flux is of order10-3 ergscm-2 s-1. Cloudmicrophysical processescould conceivablyprovide much
of the neededamplification. The maximum changesin
temperature for the Forbush decreasesand flare events
occurred near 12 km and 5 km, which includes the

cirrus-formingheightrangeand the height rangewhere
in regionsof uplift, associatedespeciallywith wintertime cyclonic disturbances,there is latent heat release
occurringfrom conversionof water vapor to liquid and
liquid to solid. PauIeyand Smith[1988]showedthat la-

this frequency changeis associatedwith a downstream
shift in the latitude of the jet stream and storm tracks

in the easternNorth Atlantic [Brown and John, 1979;
Tinsley,1988]. This frequencychangemay be produced
by a localized latent heat releasein the storms, or by
a distributed effect due to cloud and radiative changes
over a large area, and in either case, the association
with the jet stream latitude shift can be understood
theoretically if the increased frequency of lows at so-

lar minimum (about onelow every4 days,comparedto
aboutonelow every8 daysat solarmaximum)leadsto a
greater divergenceof momentumflux, by greatergeneration of waves,includinggravity waves,that propagate

tent heat release exerted important direct and indirect
influenceson the developmentof a synoptic-scalewave
systemcontainingan extratropicalcyclone,particularly

out of the region. As discussed,for example, by ttoskins

ice nuclei are involved.

The purposeof this sectionis to point out that a
number of possiblecloud processes
havebeen suggested
in whichamplificationof a small GCR signalcouldconceivab]yinfluencelatent heat releaseand the radiation
balance,through changesin cloud albedoand absorptivity. However,there is a lack of definitive observationsand acceptedtheoreticalmodelsfor the cloudelectrification and cloud microphysicalprocessesinvolved,
which would permit evaluationof the effectsof variable
ionization and chemicalproduction by low-energyGCR.
Thus it is difficult to showthat any specificcloud microphysicalprocessrespondingto GCR variability would
producethe observedatmosphericdynamicalresponses,
and it is not the intent to evaluate the likelihood of any
here. It is not the casethat generallimits on available

[1983,p.190-193], this will lead to a downstreampole-

ward movement of the jet stream and storm tracks, in
below500-mbar(5 km), with latent heatreleaseproduc- accordance with the observations. Also, Pauley and
ing heating of up to 15øCper day. Also, changesin the Smith [1988]found that the effectof releasesof latent
production of cirrus cloudswould affect albedo to visi- heat in their simulated cyclonic disturbanceswas to inble radiationand absorptivityto infrared. Thuschanges tensify the storm and cause the downwind storm track
in cloud microphysicalprocesses
associatedwith varia- to shift poleward.
tions in GCR ionization could significantly affect the
air temperature and dynamicsof a cyclone. Only very 5. DISCUSSION OF POSSIBLE RESPONSES OF CLOUD
smallamountsof energyare requiredto initiate changes
MICROPHYSICS AND CLOUD ELECTRIFICATION
in these processes,if changesin condensationnuclei or
If electric

fields are involved

in the cloudmicrophysics,then this is the heightregion
where the conductivity.is lowestand where only a small
amount of energy in the form of a changein ion production has the greatest effect on the conductivity and
electric

field.

An hypothesis linking the solar and cosmic ray
changeson both short and long time scalesto tropo-

sphericand lower stratosphericchangesis that (1) an
increase(decrease)in ion and minor speciesproduction
in this regionis reflectedin changesin cloud microphys-

ical and cloudelectrification
processes,
sothat (2) there
are changesin cloud radiative forcing, and where there
is condensingvapor or evaporating droplets or supercooled water in regions such as cyclonic eddies in the

jet stream,thereis an increase(decrease)
in the release energyor on amplificationfactorshavebeenestablished
of latent heat associatedwith the changesof state of that would rule out suchprocesses.Researchon a broad
water that (3) affectthe verticaltemperaturegradient front is required to evaluate a number of speculative
of whichthe followingis a samplerelated to
andthat thisin turn (4)increases(decreases)
theinten- processes,
sity of the cycloniceddiesand thusincreases
(decreases) the changesby a few tens of percentin ion production

the vorticityarea index. It is likely that (5) there will

and ion concentration and conductivity in the upper

be associatedchangesin wave activity that generatea
divergencein the momentumflux in the generalcirculation and that (6) thesethereby producelatitudinal
shifts in the mean latitude of the jet stream and in averagesof storm track latitudes.
While changesin latent heat.releasewould generally
be associated with individual storms, this is not necessarily the case for changesin cloud albedo and absorbtivity. If these changesoccur over a large region,
say poleward of the jet stream, they could produce a
changein temperature profilein that regionthat would
affect the pressuregradient acrossthe jet stream, leading to a changein the averageintensity or frequencyof

troposphereand lower stratosphere:

fields[BeardandOchs,1986,Table9.1;Krehbeil,
1986].

cyclonic eddies. There is an increase in the number of

Increasesin lower tropospherefields and decreasesin

5.1. Changes in Electric Fields

Thesehavebeendiscussed
by RobleandHays[1982],
Roble[1985],Hermanand Goldberg
[1978b],Markson
andMuir [1980],andMarkson[1981,1983].Increases
in
conductivityaboveelectrifiedcloudsresultin a greater
charging current to the highly conducting"electrosphere" above 20 km, which inreasesthe global vertical electricfield that is consideredin many theories
of cloud electrificationto be amplifiedin cloud electric
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changesin cyclonicactivity affect atmosphericcirculation through dynamical interactionswith the stratosphere,which undergoesQBO variations. Related ef-

higher-altitude fields could result. Changes in cloud
electrification

via Cosinc P•Ys

fields in storms could affect cloud micro-

physics, such as the rate of coalescenceof small drops

into larger ones[Freireand List, 1979],and thus cloud fectshavebeendiscussed
by Darneris[1988].Chemical
albedoand infraredabsorptivity,in additionto affecting effectsare alsoplausible. Gray and Pyle [1989]have
the rate of reevaporation and precipitation and the net shownthat near the equator the east and west phases
latent heat release of the storm. But, as discussedby

of the QBO are associated with upward and down-

Beard and Ochs[1986],much more researchis needed ward transport, respectively. Any resulting changesin
before cloud electrification processescan be said to be minor constituentscould be carried to high latitudes
understood.

by the generalequator-to-polestratosphericcirculation.

Newell et al. [1969]have shownthat there are sig-

5.2. Changesin VerticalTransportof Charged
Particles

and Water

The increasein conductivityand associatedincrease

nificant changesin temperature in. the tropical troposphere and stratosphere on the QBO time scale. Re-

cently, Hamill and Fiocco[1988]have suggested
that
the temperatures at the tropical tropopause are low

in globalverticalelectricfield[Markson,
1981,1983] enoughfor the formation of "polar" stratosphericclouds
mustincrease
verticalion transport.Ely [1979]sug- that could freeze out HNOa. Even at higher altitudes
gested that changesin the fair-weather electric field

and middle latitudes, where stratospherictemperatures

wouldproducechanges
in watervapormixingratioin are higher, the QBO-related temperature changesare
the cirrus-formingregion, as water becameattached

likely to affect the absorption of NO and its deriva-

to ionsmovingthroughthe region.A muchstronger
effect would occur above thunderstorms,where the tives on sulphateaerosols[Tolberlet al., 1988]. Thus
there is the possibility that the equatorial QBO and

electrosphere-charging
current(• 1 A perstorm)and the still unexplained high-latitude QBO contribute to
potentialdifference
(• 108V) couldproduce
a rapid cloud microphysicalchangesby variationsin the trans-

exchangeof troposphericand stratosphericions and
charged aerosolsand water that becomesattached to

theseparticles.The effectof this transporton the for-

port of minor constituents that become incorporated
into stratospheric aerosols, and thence into condensa-

mation of fair-weather and thunderstorm cirrus and on tion and freezing nuclei. The lifetime of HNO3 in the
upper troposphereand lower stratosphereis months to
cloud microphysicswithin storms remains to be worked
years, and the lifetime of ions is only a few hours. Thus
out.
while in the short-term the atmosphericresponsesmay
be due mainly to changesof the ion concentration,the
5.3. Changesin Nucleation Processes
Ionget-term responsesmay depend also on transport of
In the heightrange 10-15 km at highlatitudes,the the minor neutral constituents, as affected by the QBO.

major producerof nitric oxideand relatedcompounds

(in additionto ionization)
is GCR[Nicolet,
1975],with
a maximumat solarminimum.At higheraltitudesseveral other sourcespredominate that maximize at so-

6.

CONCLUSIONS

The presentworkhasshownthat the hypothesis
that

low-energy
(about100-1000MeV) GCR, supplemented
byotherparticlesin thesameenergyrange,
of, say,HNO3 in the high-latitudewinterstratosphereoccasionally
reflectsthesechanges
in productionrate dependssen- are carriersof solarvariability to the loweratmosphere
sitivelyon transportprocesses
[Garciaand Solomon, is supported by closecorrelationson three time scales:
1983;Jackmanel al., 1987].Thesetransportprocesses (1) a few days(2) l 1-years,as modulatedby the 2.2are not well known, and high-latitudeobservationsin year QBO, and (3) of the order of a century. The
the lowerstratosphere
are not in goodagreement
with opposite troposphericresponsesfound for Forbushdemodels[Jackmanel al., 1987]. It hasbeenhypothe- creases,ascomparedto solarflares,greatlystrengthens
lar maximum. The extent to which the concentration

sized that aerosolsthat act as condensationor ice nuclei this hypothesis,while excludingother candidatesfor
or mechanisms
linking
may growfrom clusterionscontainingnitrateionsand carriers.While the mechanism
nitric acid and sulphuricacid and water, as multiion GCR changesto weather and climate responseshave
complexes
(MIC) [Arnold,1980;HeitrnanandArnold, not been identified, this can be attributed to current

1983].Also,smallsulphuric
acidaerosols
cangrowby uncertaintiesregardingthe microphysicaland electrical
of aerosolsand clouds,and their responses
to
absorption
of thenitricacid[To!berl
et at., 1988]and, processes
presumably,by absorptionof MIC. The sizedistribution

changesin stratosphericionization.

of cloud particlesis responsiveto the concentrationof
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